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ASSIGNMENT 1: PURPOSE 
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Design features and marketing: 

 Luxurious, “designer-made”, natural and organic furnishings 

 Layout 

o Open plan kitchen, living and dining area 

o Separated bedrooms, each with own bathroom 

o Large window area (floor to ceiling) 

o Loggia/terrace/balcony 

 External façade for shading 

 Green walls 

  

Apartments 
Marketing 

Vision 

Location 

Design 
(Interior, 

Exterior and 
Landscape) 

About the 
developers 



 

  

Figure 1: Garden House, Waterloo one bedroom floor plan 
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PURPOSE | back to basics: a building is for SHELTER | and to create a HOME |
KEY ISSUES [OWNERS AND DEVELOPERS]

                                                                

Barangaroo Model       Display suite and expression of interest

Source: visit to Barangaroo display suite 7 August 2013.   

Opportunity 
- People will pounce. 
- Australian property market is in a boom stage. 

Housing is in huge demand, short supply.
- Developers aim to obtain the most promising sites 

that will yield the best return. Barangaroo is the 
perfect example of this. It will have very high 

   quality FF&Fs.

Lifestyle
- Investing into a new life. It’s worth having.
- The development always has to relate to a place of
    importance or activity to be desirable.
    “An iconic locale” as some developers would say.

common 
selling 
points



PURPOSE | back to basics: a building is for SHELTER | and to create a HOME |
RANGE OF APARTMENT DESIGNS IN SYDNEY

BEACH The Arc, Bondi       South/west Pavilion @ Discovery Point, Arncliffe            cbd/harbour Anadara (shown) & Alexander, Barangaroo

23 apartments                99 apartments         159 apartments

            

         

๏ Looking at apartments for sale in three distinct areas where people want to live:

- proximity to the city where travel time isn’t too long,

- close to beaches - schools - safe and has plenty to do.
๏ 1 , 2 + 3 bedders, penthouses most often 4 bedroom in all areas:

- apartment numbers range from what marketing calls a ‘boutique’ residence
 to around 100+ apartments. Medium density development.

high end Anadara 1 bedroom display suite‘Pavilion’ 1 bed marketing layout

The Arc 1+2 bedroom display suite perspective

๏ Location and quality are key factors in apartment pricing, this is because:
- A. Buyers will pay to live in desirable places. For example, Bondi or Sydney 

Harbour right next to the city where limited land is available.
- B. Owners want quality finishes that will last for as long as possible to avoid 

future maintenance costs, especially if rented or comes to reselling.
- C. The quality of workmanship/architecture determines the building status.



PURPOSE | back to basics: a building is for SHELTER | and to create a HOME |
KEY DESIGN IDEAS/ CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUTURE BETTER APARTMENTS

๏ What is the most efficient density to gain lifestyle and efficiency?
- has to be a lifestyle worth living.
- but it has to be green.
- we’re dealing with a huge amount of diversity in lifestyle.
- how can diversity be flexible and adaptive in the way we all live.

๏ Australian homes are the worst climate adaptive homes in the western world. 
- Yet, we are the leaders in sustainable research.
- we have very appropriate conditions to accommodate the use of renewable energies.
- conquer the supply, the demand will work itself out.

Air > Footprint

Earth > Construction

Fire > Energy

Water

< Needs to play a huge role in the future 
design of homes.
- designing for climate

GET BACK IN TOUCH WITH THE NATURAL WORLD

MORE !! ! !            LESS



 

 

Man Wang 

 



Purpose

As population grows, an increase in housing for living has 
become a priority. Although occupancy is first and 
foremost purpose of an apartment, many ideas go into what 
the apartment's purpose is for the client or developer. An 
investigation through site visits and material research show 
that apartments in Sydney generally follow the same 
principles however differentiate themselves in a few 
aspects

Complex/ Location Developer Price (K) Size(Sqm)/Bedroom
s

Price Per Sq 
metre (K)

Costs & Price

Costs are an important issue for owners. For first time 
owner's it dictates their available choices whereas for 
investors it also dictates the return. Strata fees are also 
important as it is often an ongoing cost and also affects how 
well the building is maintained, however, it is not a key 
point. Other ongoing costs are often the fine print.

For developers, the price for owners relates to the 
profitability of developers. Apartments must be sold at a 
price which is reasonable but it must also cover the initial 
outlay and generate profits.  

Ruby / Hurstville CBRE 690 82sqm / 2 8.41

Pearl/ Hurstville CBRE 745 84sqm/2 8.87

Emerald/Hurstville CBRE 660 70sqm//2 9.43

Mosswood 1.08/ Kogarah Devland 660 88sqm/2 7.5

Mosswood 9.01/ Kogarah Devland 680 85sqm/2 8

Green Land/Townhall CBRE 1300 90sqm/2 14.44

One Central Park West/ 
Central

Sekisui 
House

1625 126.10sqm/2 12.89



Comfort

Features of apartment buildings which add to comfort influence 
the sale of an apartment. Facilities will often include pools or 
gymnasiums over basic amenities to increase the attractiveness 
of their apartments. Other more common features include car 
spaces, air conditioning, internal laundry and balconies. An 
increase in features will often result in an increase in strata fees 
and price due to the increase in complexity of the apartment 
building. A well-designed apartment building will bring prestige 
and would more likely attract future home owners, whereas a 
poorly designed one such as those with poor sound isolation or 
poor ventilation would likely result in complaints and liabilities.

Community

The location of the site is also a major selling point, linking into convenience 
and price. Proximity to amenities such as retail outlets, transport and recreation 
is important for convenience. Furthermore, desirability is also heavily affected 
by the presence of major urban hubs such as central business districts and 
universities.

Communities are also a factor in the desirability of an apartment, this effect 
causes a positively feedback and leads to large concentration of similar 
cultures. Location is therefore marketed differently for different demographics.



Key Design Ideas

Apartments are designed to appeal to potential buyers; 
marketers sell uniqueness , locations and lifestyles. 
Whether it is the tallest apartment or most efficient, 
developers need to differentiate from other 
competitors. For example, the Central Park West 
Apartments highlight energy efficiency and green 
apartments whereas Green Land apartments sell 
prestige and building height.

A move to capitalise space by using in-built kitchens, 
particularly in city areas. Though kitchens still remain 
customisable in terms of finishes

An increase in amenities is also a viable way to attract 
more buyers. These include gyms, swimming pools, 
Wi-Fi and gardens.

Future Considerations

Green apartments and energy efficiency is currently 
not something that well marketed, it is an area of vast 
improvement and is of key interest to new buyers in 
the market.

Modular apartments using moveable walls and fittings 
can greatly increase diversity between apartments; in 
addition to this, highly modular apartments would be 
easily modified and hence changeable over the life 
cycle of the building.

Micro-living or micro apartments are a concept that 
hasn't really caught on in Australia. Clever use of 
compartmentalised function and area management can 
significantly reduce the necessary living space .



 

 

ASSIGNMENT 2: PLACE 

 



THE SITUATION



IMPACTS 

STORMWATER

SERVICES



IMPACTS                 SERVICES & INFRASTRUCTURE

DEVELOPMENT TYPE BUILDING HEIGHTS

NOISE POLLUTIONPEDESTRIANS & TRAFFIC

BUSES, TRAIN, PEDESTRIANS

BICYCLES & TRAMS



ASPECT

PUBLIC OPEN SPACE

BUILDING ORIENTATION



ASPECT

Unobstructed
- Views to park and Easterly directions
- Sunlight/Solar gain
- Good orientation
- Noise minimised by park
- Access to services

Filtered
- Views 
- Sunlight/Solar gain
- Good orientation
- Away from main roads, noise is 

minimised
- Access to services

Unobstructed
- Views to park
- Sunlight/Solar gain
- Good orientation
- Noise is minimised by park
- Access to services



 

 

DESIGN SKETCHES 
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
23

rd
 – 24

th
 May 

 





























 

 

SUNDAY 
25

th
 May 

 

















 

 

CALCULATIONS & SKETCHES 

 







Area calculations 

12 m road 

����	����	
� 	���	
�	��������	
� 	����	
�	��������	
� 	29.51 � �46 � 89.39� � 0.5
� �41.51 � �73.03 � 16.38�
� 27.32 � 10.26�
� 	5991.662	� !	���"	6000	� !�	
	���	
�	#
$�%!	��
��" �
	29.51 � �46 � 89.39� � 0.5 �
27.32 � 10.26 �
4135.5105		sqm 

Assume three podium storeys 

	���	
�	#
$�%!	
� 	4135.5105 � 3
� 12406.5315	sqm 

Tower floor area internal 

Typical apartment - 82sqm 
The other 2 bed - 75 sqm 
First 1 bed - 57sqm 
Southern 1 bed - 55 sqm 
 
Total internal usable floor area 

typical storey 

= 2*(82+75+57+55) = 538 sqm 

Total area typical 2 bed – 10.1 * 

12.4 = 125.24 sqm 

External area = 125.24 sqm – 82 

= 43.24 sqm 

Total external area in units for a 

typical storey = 43.24*8 = 345.92 

sqm 

Total floor area of a tower = 

1188 sqm 

17 residential storeys 

8 units per floor 

136 units building 

Total internal residential floor 

area 

= 538*17 = 9146 sqm 

Total external area in units = 

345.92*17 = 5880.64 sqm 



CAR PARK 

RESIDENTIAL SPACES 

12 bedrooms per floor (4 1 

bedders and 4 2 bedders). 

Assume four three bedders with 

a three bedder area of 107 sqm. 

Area of 4 3 bedders is 428 sqm. 

Assume that 3 bedders displace 

1 bedders.  So number of 1 

bedders  displaced = 428/56 = 

7.6 (round up to 8) 

Minimum 1 car space for 1 

bedroom, minimum average 1.5 

spaces per two bedroom 

(minimum 1 max 2), minimum 2 

spaces for 3 bedder, 1 visitor 

space per 4 dwellings  

Car	spaces	for	residential	
� �4 � 4 � 1.5� � 18 � 4 � 2
− 8 � 1 � 1

4 7
8����
�	�#����

$9����� :
� �8 � 18 � 4 − 8� � 215	

P 17, 

http://www.legislation.act.gov.a

u/ni/2008-

27/copy/92042/pdf/2008-27.pdf 

NO REQUIREMENTS FOR 

DISABLE CAR SPACES 

Disabled spaces? 

P4 

http://www.legislation.act.gov.a

u/ni/2008-

27/copy/92042/pdf/2008-27.pdf 

Percentages of parking spaces 

for people with disabilities – 

minimum parking provision rate 

(excluding residential zones)  

Notwithstanding any provision in 

the Building Code of Australia or 

in AS2890, parking spaces for 

people with disabilities are to 

comprise a minimum of 3% 

(rounded up to the nearest 

whole number) of the total 

number of parking spaces 

required in accordance with this 

code with a higher provision rate 

required for carparks serving 

health facilities and other 

facilities which provide services 

for aged persons and people 

with disabilities.  

This requirement does not apply 

to the parking provided for 

residents in residential 

developments in any zone (as 

these are subject to adaptable 

housing requirements) but it 

does apply to visitor parking 

provided for such residential 

developments.  

------- 

OFFICE CITY CENTRE p 26 

http://www.legislation.act.gov.a

u/ni/2008-

27/copy/92042/pdf/2008-27.pdf 

Assume CZ2 or CZ3 zone 

definitions see here: 

http://www.legislation.act.gov.a

u/ni/2008-

27/copy/90556/pdf/2008-

27.pdf, 

http://www.legislation.act.gov.a

u/ni/2008-

27/copy/90557/pdf/2008-27.pdf 

2.0 spaces/ 100 sqm GFA 

Assume retail first storey, 

commercial second storey 

Spaces for commercial 

�
	2.0 ; <=>?@<

ABB	<CDE �
FAGH.HABHI<CDJ

ABB �
	84.71�round	up	to	85� 

RETAIL SPACES 

Various requirements 

Shop 4 spaces/100 sqm GFA 

Restaurant 5 “  “ 

Store 2 “   “ 

(what is the difference between 

a store and a shop?) 

Bulky goods retailing 2” 

Just assume an average of 4 

spaces/100 sqm GFA 

Retail	spaces	 � 	4 ; <=>?@<
ABB	<CDE �

FAGH.HABHI<CDJ
ABB �

165.4	��
%$	%#	�
	166�.  
Total	number	of	spaces
� 215 � 84.7 � 165.4
� 465.1	�round	up	to	462�	

City of Sydney car parking 

guidelines 



http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.go

v.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/000

4/119632/DCP11_Section4.pdf 

Assume all parallel spaces 6.0 m 

length normally and 6.3 m in end 

spaces 

Medium turnover – 2.5 m width 

5.8 m aisle width for 

manoeuvring 

6.1 m aisle width for circulation 

Module width = aisle width + 

length of two spaces = 5.8 + 

6.0*2 = 17.8 m  

Assume 20 rows (totally 

arbitrary assumption), 40 end 

spaces 

Length of module or row = 

2.5*(number of car spaces per 

row) 

Number of spaces per row = 

number of total spaces/(number 

of modules*2)  

(There are two rows per 

module) 

Site constraints 

Available area for one storey of 

a carpark 

Assume space with edges 90 

degrees to each other (other 

angles is too inefficient) 

If there are, say 21 modules 

(since 462 is divisible by 21) 

Number of spaces per row = 

2.5*462/(21*2) = 28.875 (round 

up to 29 spaces per row) 

Area of carpark = modules + 

circulation + ramps (if 

applicable) 

Length of circulation = 2*total 

width of modules (assuming 

circulation passages at both 

ends of modules)	
Area	of	modules

� 21 � 17.8
� 2.5 � 29
� 27100.5	� ! 

This area would need to be 

adjusted to account for concrete 

columns and any other 

potentially affecting factors 

Circulation area = 2*17.8*21 = 

747.6 sqm.  

Total area of modules and 

circulation = 27848.1 sqm 

With areas for ramps, this area 

will increase to at least 28000 

sqm, probably more 

This is a very large area -- almost 
5 times the area of the site. So we 
would probably need to have a 
separate carpark multiple storey 
building. 

The area of a car park storey in 

the western triangular part of 

the site could be around 

� 25.3 � 35.3 � 21.56 �
5.83 � 14.8 � 16.2 � 9.43 �
10.7 � 	1359.4458	� ! 

Number of car park storeys 

needed = 28000/1359 = 20.6 

(round up to 21 storeys) 

Probably better to have a bigger 

car park with fewer storeys 

E.g. fit on podium 

Another option: fit underground 

Tone suggested a rule of thumb 

for car spaces of 80% of units.W 

Landscaping 4m by 600 mmm 

	 



 



 
The width of the two bedroom is 12.4m, this has been extrapolated out to work out the width and lengths of the tower. The total area is therefore 1312, 
if it were to be calculated as a rectangle. However, the area which in the south has been enclaved; the area of which is approximately 10 by 24.8. 
 
Therefore the total floor space of the apartment space, circulation and landscape area is: 
 
1312 sqm – 248 sqm = 1064 sqm 
 
 
 
The landscape area is approximately a triangle 12m wide with height 4, therefore is about 24 sqm. In addition to this, there are planter boxes (0.6 to 4m 
in each apartment) in each apartment (Total = 19.2 sqm per level) 
Balcony areas are approximately 2 by 4 metres = 8 sqm 
The total apartment space is approximately (8.1 x 32  + 12.4x 10.1-4 x8)x2 =752.88sqm 
Therefore the circulation space = 1064 – 792.88 = 271.12 sqm 
 
In total, if the tower has 17 levels: 
Total apartment area = 13070m 
Total Circulation space = 3253.44m 
Total Landscape area in tower =  734.4m 
 
 



 
The space enclosed by the black lines is the podium. The total area of this podium is approximately 2800sqm. In addition to the landscaping area is the 
tower, this totals to approximately 3534 sqm of landscape area. Assuming the rest is usable spaces, 2 levels of podium will amount to 5600 sqm of 
other usable space. 
 
The total of usable spaces and apartment space is therefore , 18670 sqm. The Floor space ratio is therefore 3. 
 
The total of all other enclosed area is the circulation areas in the tower 3253.44sqm , the carpark of 2800sqm and the circulation area of the first level 
of the tower 1312 sqm. 
 
The total of which is 7365 sqm. 



 Summary Area 

A Site Area (m2) 6000 

B Total floor area of apartments 
(internal only, not circulation, balconies etc.) 

13070 

C Total area of other usable spaces 5600 

D Total of B + C (= the GFA) 18670 

E The FSR 
(GFA divided by the site area) 

3.11 

F The total of all the other enclosed spaces, 
car park, 

circulation, etc. which is not usable or 
habitable space. 

7365 

G Area of landscape on all levels 3534 

H Areas of deep soil 
(areas of soil >600mm deep, areas of 

paving etc.) 

3534 

I Heights of lower and upper buildings Podium 10m 
Upper Tower 70m 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Paul Water/waste 

Botany Bay aquifer recharging 

Soil geology 

Rainwater collection recommended 

Greywater collection may not be viable when there are several apartments on one site –m ore appropriate for one apartment block on a site – less piping 

required. 

Composting toilets and individual composting scale not really appropriate for an urban typology from a life cycle impact assessment – larger apartment, 

several apartments, several sites or precinct level is more appropriate 

How much space is needed? 

 How much organic waste is produced per day? (kg/unit time/capita) 

 Size of system required (composting vessel) 

 Output (kg/unit time) 

Vehicle access for transporting vessel 

Composting – forced aeration or anaerobic digestion – larger scale – make it easier than rubbish. Have a chute closer than rubbish chute 

But this is more appropriate where community scale garden is appropriate which is not for our site. Worm farms are more appropriate – which are an 

appliance not a design issue. 

Blackwater – living machine more appropriate for an urban typology cf. wetland as less land is required 
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